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a b s t r a c t 

Many techniques for the detection of interesting stellar structures in astronomical data sets require full 

phase-space or color information, which is not always available. The first data release of the GAIA satel- 

lite, for example, provided highly accurate positions and magnitudes for more than one billion sources. 

Therefore the question arises if such structures can also be automatically found without waiting for more 

detailed information in future data releases. In this contribution we propose and compare two conceptu- 

ally different strategies to find globular clusters in the GAIA DR1 survey. The first approach is a nearest 

neighbor retrieval and the second an anomaly detection. Both techniques are able to find most of the 

known globular clusters within our observation frames consistently, as well as potential candidates for 

further investigation. Furthermore we address approximation approaches to scale the strategy to larger 

data. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

A major interest in astronomy is finding characteristic stellar

structures in the sky that are present in large modern astronomical

databases, but hidden by structures in front, like dust. With more

powerful sensor technology and data surveys ever increasing in

size the demand for automated techniques to find and investigate

such astronomical structures has grown tremendously. The GAIA

mission, for example, launched a satellite at the end of 2013 to

survey the whole sky for the creation of an extraordinarily precise

three-dimensional map for stars in our Galaxy (the Milky Way) and

beyond. Data produced by this mission provides a massive amount

of observational data useful to analyze various important prob-

lems related to the origin, structure and evolutional history of our

Galaxy. 

Good candidates for the study of stellar evolution are structures

known as globular clusters (GCs). A globular cluster is a stellar

population which assumes that the involved stars were formed at

the same time from a single cloud of interstellar gas and dust and

therefore being of similar age and chemical compositions, which

makes GCs effective tracers of Galaxy formation and evolution [1] .

Moreover, the dynamical interactions of GCs with the galactic po-
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ential inferred from effects on stellar density and velocity pro-

les, can be used to study the mass distribution of the Galaxies

2] . However, GCs are comparably small and not necessarily greatly

ompact stellar structures and therefore not trivial to find. 

The development in observing capabilities enable us to collect

ifferent types of observations. In the presence of diversity in mea-

urements, we need different techniques to detect stellar struc-

ures. A few algorithms like ROCKSTAR [3] and OPTICS [4] iden-

ify substructures, such as GCs, from full phase-space informa-

ion. If only position, magnitudes and color information of the

tars is available matched filter methods are typically applied [5] .

lso, particular designed clustering algorithms have been proposed

long this line [6,7] using color information to detect cluster of

alaxies. Contrary, in this contribution we are looking for much

maller structures in data sets not providing color information. 

In this paper we focus on the detection of GCs using the data

elease 1 (DR1) catalog collected by the GAIA satellite. The first

elease contains highly accurate positions, parallaxes, and proper

otions for more than one billion stars brighter than magnitude

0.7 in the white-light photometric band G [8] . However, neither

he full phase-space information nor the color information of the

tars is available in the GAIA DR1 catalog, and therefore above

entioned methods cannot be used. A very recent contribution

roposed the use of the magnitude distribution to detect compact

tellar structures such as GCs and dwarf galaxies in GAIA DR1 [5] ,

hich inspired this work. They introduce a histogram to approx-

mate magnitude distribution. However, using a one-dimensional

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2018.10.081
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Fig. 1. The HR diagram of the globular cluster NGC 5024. Important groups are 

marked by RGB: Red Giant Branch, HB: Horizontal Branch, MS: Main Sequence. 
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i  
istogram has two disadvantages: a histogram is sensitive to the

lacement of bins and the sole use of the magnitude distribution

isregards the information induced by position. 

To date, Computer Science has yielded an impressive amount

f machine learning algorithms to collect, store, retrieve, visualize

nd analyze complex interdisciplinary data, which have repeatedly

roven useful in decision support and discovery in many fields [9] .

n this contribution, we investigate the automatic detection us-

ng machine learning when only limited information is available,

uch that the first releases of forthcoming catalogs can be effi-

iently scanned for potentially interesting structures right away.

or the detection we follow two strategies: a retrieval technique

sing known GCs to detect similar structures and a novelty de-

ection technique using the fact that most of the sky is empty

nd does not contain any GCs. The main reason to select these

trategies is that both methods are suitable in situations where the

vailability of examples of the interesting pattern is limited. The

ontribution is an extension of the conference paper [10] : instead

f a one dimensional Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) we extend

he strategy using three dimensional KDE and provided more de-

ailed theoretical discussion of the efficiency of the methodology.

urthermore, we extend the demonstration of stellar structure de-

ection to three selected regions of the GAIA DR1 survey. In sum-

ary the paper provides the following three major contributions: 

• A globular cluster detection technique following two indepen-

dent strategies, namely similarity retrieval and novelty detec-

tion. 

• Discussion of the computational costs and approximation

schemes to scale the approach to larger data sets. 

• An extended set of experimental results showing the efficiency

of the approach and a list of potential interesting stellar struc-

tures found. 

The contribution is structured as follows: in Section 2 , we ex-

lain the main properties of globular clusters and why they are im-

ortant for investigation. The data and preprocessing is addressed

n Section 3 . In Section 4 we explain the retrieval and novelty de-

ection techniques followed by a complexity analysis in Section 5 .

he effectiveness of the strategies is demonstrated in detail in the

xperimental Section 6 , followed by the results in Section 7 and

he contribution is finalized with conclusions and future work. 

. Laboratory for stellar evolution 

A globular cluster (GC) is a spherically shaped collection of stars

ounded by gravity with high stellar densities toward its center. A

tar is a luminous spheroid of gas, mostly hydrogen and helium,

eld together by its own gravity. To measure its brightness, the ap-

arent magnitude m is computed by 

 = −2 . 5 log 10 F + c , (1)

here F denotes the flux of the star received on Earth and c rep-

esents a photometric constant. If the magnitude values of stars

n two bands are available, we can calculate their color which

re closely related to their surface temperature. The Hertzsprung–

ussell (HR) diagram uses the relationship between the apparent

agnitude (or luminosity) and color to illustrate the evolution of

tars. 

A star in the main sequence fuses hydrogen into helium in the

ore region. When its core hydrogen is exhausted, the (low or in-

ermediate mass) star becomes a red giant (the hydrogen in its

hell starts burning and larger and lower temperature are observed

n the main sequence). While the star is becoming a red giant, the

emperature in its core becomes high enough to fuse the helium

nto carbon. The conversion of helium to carbon takes place very

uickly (called helium flash). After that, the core starts fusing of
elium to carbon steadily. In this stage, the star reaches the hor-

zontal branch. Since the outer layers of the star is far from the

enter, the star loses some mass and the sub-sequence evolution

epends on the amount of mass that is lost [11] . 

Fig. 1 depicts an example HR diagram containing the magni-

ude and color information of stars within the globular cluster NGC

024. Within a GC we can find stars in different stages of their life

hich makes them good candidates to study stellar evolution. Fur-

hermore, GCs can help to have a better understanding of the size

f our galaxy. Depending on the distance of the cluster, the posi-

ion of horizontal branch will shift in the apparent magnitude axis

hich can be described by the distance modulus formula: 

 − M = 5 log 10 d − 5 , (2)

here m, M and d are apparent magnitude, absolute magnitude

nd the distance (in parsec), respectively. The absolute magnitude

f a star is its intrinsic brightness (in magnitude) which is ex-

ected to be M = −0 . 5 for a star in HB [12] . Hence, finding the

istances of GCs takes us one step closer to the goal of the GAIA

ission of creating a 3-dimensional map of the Milky Way. 

. Data and preprocessing 

The GAIA DR1 catalog captures stars of magnitudes up to 20.7

agnitude (mag). We use the magnitude distributions of the stars

ontained in rectangular windows to detect globular clusters in the

AIA database. As proposed in [5] and [10] we consider windows

f 0.5 degree length in both right ascension (RA) and declination

Dec). The left panel in Fig. 2 displays the magnitude distribution

s estimated via one dimensional Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)

ased on the magnitudes extracted from a window centered at po-

ition (198.23 RA,18.17 Dec) of globular cluster NGC5024 in GAIA.

n contrast to random windows ( Fig. 2 right panel) the distribution

f a window containing a globular cluster will exhibit a bump and

hen a sharp increase which is expected if we collapse the HR dia-

ram in the color dimension (when color information is not avail-

ble). By comparing Figs. 1 and 2 , we see a clear bump at a char-

cteristic magnitude 17, which comes from the horizontal branch

HB). For higher magnitudes, we see a sharp increase towards faint

tars, up to the magnitude limit of 20.7 mag in the GAIA survey. 

.1. Preprocessing 

The preprocessing procedure we perform throughout the exper-

ments is summarized in Fig. 3 . First we divide the sky into smaller
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Fig. 2. Left: Magnitude distribution of a window of 0.5 degree centering at globular cluster NGC5024. Right: Magnitude distribution of a random window. 

Fig. 3. Summary of preprocessing: (1) divide the sky into smaller windows, (2) ex- 

tract sources centered around the region of largest density and (3) compute 3D-KDE 

of the extracted data. 
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windows of size 0.5 × 0.5 degree 2 to ensure each region is taken

into account for the analysis. For each bright source, we have three

numbers which represent its position (right ascension and decli-

nation) and its apparent magnitude. Since the center of GCs are

the most dense place in comparison to stars far from the center,

we approximate the position of the center finding the most dense

place in each window. Then we extract the information (position

and apparent magnitude values) of sources contained in the bins

of size 0.17 × 0.17 degree 2 around the center. 

Suppose (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is the extracted magnitude values from a

window, we can approximate the magnitude distribution by one

dimensional KDE as follows: 

f h (x ) = 

1 

n 

n ∑ 

i =1 

K h (x − x i ) = 

1 

nh 

n ∑ 

i =1 

K 

(
x − x i 

h 

)
(3)

with bandwidth h and the Epanechnikov function as kernel K [13] .

Here, we extend the original proposal in [10] to use the full posi-

tion information. This can be achieved by using three dimensional

KDE [14] . Since different coordinates have different units, we need

to allow different amount of smoothing in each of the coordinates.

Hence, we use 3D KDE which relies upon the product kernels with

different bandwidth for each coordinates, as follows: 

f H (x ) = 

1 

nh 1 h 2 h 3 

n ∑ 

i =1 

K 

(
ra − ra i 

h 1 

)
K 

(
dec − dec i 

h 2 

)
K 

(
x − x i 

h 3 

)
. 

(4)

The variables (ra i , dec i ) denote the position of i th star inside the

window and H = (h 1 , h 2 , h 3 ) depicts the bandwidths along right

ascension, declination and magnitude axes, respectively. 
. Methods 

We compare the magnitude densities extracted from a window

egarding each magnitude distribution as a sequence (replacing

ime by magnitude values) and make use of Dynamic Time Warp-

ng (DTW) [15,16] . Consider the two D-dimensional sequences X =
 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m 

and Y = y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n where x i , y j ∈ R 

D . DTW aligns

hem non-linearly (see right panel in Fig. 4 ) in such a way to min-

mize the distance between them. The alignment can be repre-

ented by a sequence of tuples: 

 = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a K (5)

here a k = (i k , j k ) contains the indices from X and Y with i k ∈
 1 , 2 , . . . , m } , j k ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } . Hence, it assigns an element of X

o an element of Y . The sequence F is called warping path, and it

hould fulfill the following conditions: 

• Boundary condition: alignment of the first and last elements of

sequence, i.e. a 1 = (1 , 1) and a K = (m, n ) . 

• Monotonicity condition: the assignment can not be backward

in time, i.e. if we have k < l , then i k ≤ i l and j k ≤ j l should hold. 

• Step size condition: no element of X and Y can be omitted, and

all tuples of F should be distinct. 

Given a warping path, we can measure the dissimilarity be-

ween them as follow: 

(X, Y ) = 

K ∑ 

k =1 

|| x i k − y j k || (6)

here ||.|| is the euclidean distance. The optimal warping path

ith the lowest distance d can be achieved by warping the time

xes, which can be efficiently obtained using dynamic program-

ing [15] . However, the resulting dissimilarity does not fulfill all

etric properties, but it has the potential to detect similar struc-

ures in the densities, such as bumps, despite their shifting loca-

ion on the magnitude axis. 

.1. Nearest neighbor retrieval 

Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) finds similar objects of interest

n a data base. For a given example, this technique returns a de-

ired number of most similar objects from the data base according

o the distance measure used. By using this strategy we aim to

nd interesting structures in the GAIA survey by retrieving simi-

ar densities to those extracted from the known globular clusters

sing DTW as dissimilarity measure. To compare the extracted dis-

ribution with a k nearest neighbors of the known structures, the

umber of common GCs for each window is counted. The higher

he obtained count the more likely it is that there is something in-

eresting in it. This technique can be easily extended to deal with

ven larger data sets by using approximate nearest neighbor search

pproaches, as for example locality-sensitive hashing [17] , best bin

rst [18] and balanced box-decomposition tree based search [19] . 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of densities using Euclidean distance and Dynamic Time Warping. 
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.2. Novelty detection 

Since the sky is mostly empty we can regard the search for in-

eresting structures as novelty or outlier detection. We use an ap-

roach which was inspired by the Support Vector Classifier called

upport Vector Data Description (SVDD) [20] . Assume given data

  i ∈ R 

n and a fixed chosen kernel K : R 

n × R 

n → R which is associ-

ted to the feature map �: K( � x , � y ) = �( � x ) t �( � y ) . 

The motivation for such an embedding comes with the hope

hat the non-linear transformation of input data into a higher

imensional space allows for using linear techniques. Kernel-

zed methods process the embedded data points in a feature

pace utilizing only the inner products 〈 · , · 〉 (kernel trick) [21] ,

ithout the need to explicitly calculate �. The kernel function

an be very generic. Most prominent are the linear kernel with

( � x , � y ) = 〈 �( � x ) , �( � y ) 〉 where 〈 �( � x ) , �( � y ) 〉 is the Euclidean in-

er product and � identity mapping, or the RBF kernel K( � x , � y ) =
xp 

(
−|| � x −�

 y || 2 
2 σ 2 

)
, with σ > 0 as a free scale parameter. In any case, it

s always assumed that the kernel function K( � x , � y ) is positive semi

efinite (psd). 

The goal of SVDD is to find a generalized linear mapping � x �→
gn ( f ( � x )) = sgn ( � w 

t �( � x ) − ρ) , which defines a separation of the

iven data to outliers by means of its sign. Where the separa-

ion boundary corresponds to a linear separation in the feature

pace induced by �. The problem to find suitable parameters � w

nd ρ for a given data set of typical points � x i can be formalized as

n optimization problem which aims at a separation of the given

ata from the origin with maximum margin. This leads to the fol-

owing primal optimization problem SVDD (primal): min �
 w ,ρ,ξi 

1 
2 ·

 

�
 w | 2 − ρ + 

C 
2 ·

∑ 

i ξ
2 
i 
, such that � w 

t �( � x i ) ≥ ρ − ξi ∀ i, where C > 0

s a fixed constant, and the parameters ξ i refer to the slack vari-

bles to allow for some error tolerance. Using the Karush–Kuhn–

ucker conditions, the Lagrange dual problem becomes 

SVDD(dual) 

max αi 
− 1 

2 
· ∑ 

i j K( � x i , � x j ) αi α j + 

1 
C 

· ∑ 

i α
2 
i 

such that αi ≥ 0 ∀ i ∑ 

i αi = 1 

his dual problem can be directly optimized relying on linearly

onstraint convex quadratic optimization. The solution 

�
 w and ρ of

he primal problem can then be recovered from the dual variables

i . These are non-vanishing for support vectors only and hence re-

ult in a sparse description. For large data sets it is possible to use

ptimized SVDD solvers or to apply the equivalent core vector data

escription technique (CVDD), which effectively scales to millions

f points [22] . 

The tightness of the data description can be controlled by set-

ing an error tolerance or using outlier examples one desires to

etect. However, for this approach we require a positive definite

ernel also known as Mercer kernel [23] , which we cannot guar-

ntee if the DTW dissimilarity is used due to missing metric prop-
rties. To obtain a kernel (similarities) from a dissimilarity measure

like DTW) it is possible to use a technique called double-centering

23] : 

 = −J D J / 2 with J = (I − 11 

� /n ) (7)

ith D being a (squared) dissimilarity matrix as obtained from

 given dissimilarity function and identity matrix I and vector of

nes 1 . However in case of DTW the obtained kernel will be non-

sd. 

Non-metric dissimilarity measures and non-psd, or indefinite

ernels have recently attracted a lot of research activities, with a

ummary given in [16] . These measures have often found to be

ery effective and more flexible than standard metric measures.

ost kernel methods are restricted to psd (mercer) kernels and a

ariety of transformation approaches have been suggested to con-

ert non-psd kernels into psd-kernels [16] . 

A natural way to address this problem and to obtain a psd sim-

larity matrix is to correct the eigenspectrum of the original simi-

arity matrix S . Popular strategies include flipping, clipping, shift cor-

ection . The non-psd similarity matrix S is decomposed as 

 = U �U 

� , (8) 

here U contains the eigenvectors of S and � contains the cor-

esponding eigenvalues. The following approaches are commonly

sed: 

• clipping - the negative eigenvalues in � are fixed to 0 

• flipping - the sign of the negative eigenvalues in � is changed

to positive 

• square - all eigenvalues are squared 

• shift - the eigenspectrum (from �) is shifted by the most neg-

ative eigenvalue value, such that all entries in � are non-

negative. 

Spectrum shift enhances all the self-similarities by the amount

f ν and does not change the similarity between any two different

ata points. Detailed equations, further transformation techniques

s well as an in depth analysis of the various methods, is provided

n [16] . We approximate a positive definite kernel (psd) based on

he DTW dissimilarity following the strategy discussed in [16] us-

ng the square approach , which was found to be of good perfor-

ance in a number of tasks. We follow two steps to convert the

TW pairwise dissimilarity matrix D between magnitude distribu-

ions into an appropriate kernel as input to the SVDD: 

1. Constructing the dissimilarity matrix by computing DTW for all

pairs of magnitude distributions 

2. computing similarity matrix S from D via double centering and 

3. converting S to a psd kernel by K = S · S � . 

For large scale data this approach can be optimized by using

dditional methods detailed in [24] . 
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Fig. 5. Number distribution of all the stars in GAIA DR1 with 10 < G < 20.7 [5] . 

Boxes marked three selected regions with the positions: (1) 0 °< α < 80 ° and −90 ◦ < 

δ < 0 ◦, (2) 120 °< α < 246 ° and −2 ◦ < δ < 60 ◦, and (3) 310 °< α < 360 ° and −90 ◦ < 

δ < 0 ◦ . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Names and positions of the known GCs in the selected re- 

gions [26] . 

Name Position 

Right ascension Declination Region 

NGC 1851 78.53 −40.05 1 

47 Tuc 6.02 −72.08 1 

NGC 288 13.19 −26.58 1 

NGC 362 15.81 −70.85 1 

NGC 1261 48.07 −55.22 1 

NGC4147 182.53 18.54 2 

NGC 5024 198.23 18.17 2 

NGC5053 199.11 17.7 2 

NGC 5272 205.55 28.38 2 

NGC5466 211.36 28.53 2 

NGC5904 229.02 −0.11 2 

Palomar5 229.64 2.08 2 

M72 313.37 −12.54 3 

M2 323.36 −0.82 3 

M30 325.09 −23.18 3 

Palomar 12 326.66 −21.25 3 

NGC 7492 347.11 −15.61 3 

Table 2 

Mean hit number (and std) for different hyper- 

parameter settings k and E in retrieval and outlier 

detection respectively. 

HP Candidates GCs found 

k 10 79.25 (11.18) 8.75 (1.26) 

k 20 135.75 (19.00) 11.00 (1.41) 

k 50 309.25 (31.06) 12.50 (0.58) 

k 100 540.00 (51.20) 14.00 (0.00) 

k 250 1174.00 (101.78) 16.00 (0.00) 

E 1% 90.20 (52.82) 14.40 (0.55) 

E 5% 243.80 (37.93) 15.60 (0.89) 

E 10% 305.80 (20.05) 16.80 (0.45) 

E 20% 318.80 (27.81) 17.00 (0.00) 
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1 The probability of accidentally picking a window containing an interesting 

structure is very low and the SVDD has a hyper-parameter to allow outliers. 
5. Complexity analysis 

The alignment distances can be efficiently calculated using dy-

namic programming with a worst-case runtime of O(L 1 · L 2 ) , with

L 1 and L 2 being the number of spectrum elements in the first and

the second input spectrum, respectively. The conversion from dis-

similarities to positive-semi-definite similarities can be achieved

with linear cost in O(n ) using an approximation strategy (includ-

ing an effective out-of sample extension) suggested in [24] . 

The application of the nearest neighbor classifier has linear

complexity in O(N) , but can also be reduced to potentially log-

linear costs using e.g. k-d-trees [25] . The SVDD algorithm has

roughly O(n 2 ) complexity but using the CVDD approach the com-

plexity can be reduced to O(n ) . All together using specific op-

timization concepts and data structures, the NN approach has

O( log n ) runtime and O(n ) memory complexity in the test phase.

With NN a training is not needed. Using the SVDD / CVDD tech-

nique we get O(n ) runtime and memory complexity during train-

ing and due to sparsity and approximation concepts sub-linear

memory and runtime complexity during testing. In the presented

results we have used exact approaches only. 

6. Experiments 

We apply the proposed strategies on three regions around the

disk of Milky Way as depicted in Fig. 5 . As explained in Section 3.1 ,

the sky is divided into smaller windows of 0.5 degree bin width.

Then we find the most dense place in each window and extract

information of sources in the neighborhood centered at it with

the size of 0.17 degree. We use the 3D-KDE with bandwidth H =
(0 . 1 , 0 . 1 , 0 . 15) . And we extract the KDE values in a regular grid

of size 3 × 3 × 500: 3 along RA and Dec axes and 500 along magni-

tude axis, respectively. The resulting grid is reshaped as a sequence

of vectors ( v i ∈ IR 

9 , i = 1 , . . . , 500 ). 

There are 26 known globular clusters in the selected regions.

Since we have a limited magnitude of stars of maximal 20.7 in

the GAIA survey, we do not include the more distant known GCs,

which cannot be expected to be captured in the data. A total of

17 known GCs remains for the analysis in our experiments (see

Table 1 ). 

6.1. Nearest neighbor retrieval 

For the nearest neighbor retrieval we use the magnitude dis-

tributions of the 17 known GCs as example structures. All these

examples are then compared with DTW to windows of equal size

extracted by sliding with 0.5 degree through the parts of the sky

under observation. Using the counting strategy discussed above the
romising candidates are identified. To evaluate this technique we

se 4-fold cross validation. Due to the relatively small number of

Cs (seventeen), we divide them into four non-overlapping folds,

uch that the method is tested on structures not used for training.

hen DTW is used to find the most similar distributions in the test

et to queries in the training set. 

.2. Novelty detection 

For the outlier detection we build 5 psd kernels for cross val-

dation based on the DTW dissimilarities as mentioned before. As

 proof of concept we build kernels of 60 0 0 samples (20 0 0 per

egion) each containing: 

a) a training subset of 4200 random windows taken from GAIA

(1400 per region) resembling empty sky 1 and 

b) a test set containing the windows extracted around the known

GCs, potential candidates from the retrieval and 600 random

windows per region. 

Therefore, we train 5 SVDD models on different random subsets

f empty sky to get models depicting typical uninteresting win-

ows. To evaluate our method, we use the testing set (b) and re-

ort the detection rate of known GCs as well as overlap with the

etrieval method. In our experiments we investigate the threshold

for the decision boundary and therefore the tightness of the data

escription by an error tolerance E. 
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Fig. 6. Workflow of the process: at first, the preprocessing step is done ( Section 3.1 ), then we use two different approaches: Nearest neighbor retrieval ( Section 4.1 ) and 

Novelty detection ( Section 4.2 ). At the end, DoG ( Section 6.3 ) is used for the candidates obtained by two methods. 

Fig. 7. The average votes for the candidate using 40 NN retrieval and the circles mark interesting regions with the color indicating the similarity to known GCs. 
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.3. Difference of Gaussian filters 

A difference of Gaussian (DoG) filter [27] is constructed by sub-

raction of a Gaussian filter from a tighter one as follows: 

oG σ (x, y ) = 

exp 

(
− x 2 + y 2 

2(0 . 5 σ ) 2 

)

2 π(0 . 5 σ ) 2 
−

exp 

(
−x 2 + y 2 

2 σ 2 

)

2 πσ 2 
, (9)

here σ is standard deviation. This filter gives high response to

 circular shape. To determine the exact position of a GC and to

educe false positives we use DoG filters to judge the candidates.

he work-flow of the process is depicted in Fig. 6 . 
. Results 

Both methods retrieve an increasing number of potential can-

idates with increasing their corresponding hyper-parameter. The

ummary of the results is given in Table 2 . Since the retrieval tech-

ique uses examples of the GCs, it is more specific in compari-

on to the outlier detection strategy. To evaluate the retrieval tech-

ique, we use 4-fold cross validation to see whether it can detect

he known GCs (see the first 5 rows of Table 2 ). For this technique,

7 Tuc, NGC 362 and Palomar 5 are more difficult. This is due to

he fact that the radii of 47 Tuc and NGC 362 are big (even big-

er than 0.25 deg), making them difficult to detect using smaller

indows. However, we still can detect them if we increase the

yper-parameters or the size of the windows. The average vote for

 = 40 nearest neighbors and corresponding candidates together
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Fig. 8. Two candidates found at positions (40 , −34 . 5) and (330 . 78 , −51 . 3) . Left: the distribution of stars and gray levels representing the magnitude values of sources from 

GAIA DR1. Right: stacked responses of spatial Difference of Gaussian filter at different magnitudes. 
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with known GCs in the investigated regions are shown in Fig. 7 .

Windows with more than one third of the maximum vote are clus-

tered based on Ra and Dec and hits closer than 0.75 ° denote the

same candidate. 

Using the outlier detection strategy models are trained solely

on random windows. Therefore the models are not provided with

any example of the known structures, but still detect almost all

17 known GCs used for testing when allowed an error tolerance

E ≥ 10%. Furthermore it is important to note that the outliers found

often overlap with candidates detected using the retrieval method.

To reduce false positives, specially for the outlier detection, we

use DoG filters [27] in a post processing step. The right panels of

Fig. 8 shows filter responses to two potential interesting candi-

dates found by our strategies at different magnitudes stacked on

top of each other. On the left side we show original magnitudes of

sources at the corresponding RA and Dec position taken from the

GAIA DR1 survey. We observe that the filter starts giving high re-

sponses in the center of the structure (i.e. a circular shaped group

of stars) from some magnitude up to limit magnitude of GAIA, but

a weak response (i.e. uniformly distributed stars) at lower magni-

tude, which can be inferred that there are fewer bright stars and

more faint stars in these structure. 

8. Conclusion and outlook 

Techniques to detect interesting stellar structures often require

full-phase space or color information, which is not always avail-

able especially in early releases of astronomical data. In this con-

tribution two independent strategies are presented to find interest-

ing stellar structures targeted at astronomical surveys which pro-

vide only limited information such as 2D positions and brightness.

Previous work [5] uses histograms as features and manual inspec-

tion to retrieve possible candidates. In comparison we use three

dimensional KDEs as features and automatic retrieval and novelty

detection techniques to find possible candidates. The methods are

demonstrated for the detection of globular clusters in the GAIA
R1 survey. Using a nearest neighbor retrieval method we com-

are examples extracted from 17 known GCs to other parts of the

ky. Furthermore, assuming the sky is mainly empty we treat the

roblem of finding interesting structures as outlier detection prob-

em. Therefore we used some random windows of the sky to train

 support vector data description, a kernel-based anomaly detec-

ion technique. Both techniques find most of the 17 known GCs

sed for testing and also depict overlapping agreement on poten-

ial candidates found. Since these methods could give false posi-

ive candidate which is the case when their hyper-parameters are

ig, we use Difference of Gaussian filters on the candidate. How-

ver, since the GAIA DR1 does not provide the color information, it

s still possible to get false positive. For example, it is possible to

nd some other types of structures, such as dwarf galaxies because

ome of them have similar magnitude distributions and also spher-

cal shapes. Recently, the new version of GAIA survey (GAIA DR2)

as been released which includes color information and proper

otions. Since the size of GAIA DR2 is much bigger than GAIA DR1,

e can use our result found here (instead of starting from zero)

o detect and classify structures. Future work includes the detailed

nvestigation of the promising candidates (using GAIA DR2) and ef-

cient out-of-sample extension. 
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